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After 6 days, Jesus took with him Peter, James and John the Brother of James, and led them up
a High Mountain by themselves. There He was Transfigured before them. His Face shone like
the Sun, and His Clothes became as white as the Light. Just then there appeared before them
Moses and Elijah, talking with Jesus. Peter said to Jesus, LORD, it is good for us to be here. If
you wish, I will put up 3 Sukkahs, 1 for You, 1 for Moses and 1 for Elijah.’ -Matthew 17:1-4

The purpose of this study is to consider the different factors and variable of how many
who study End Time Prophecy suggest the Fall Feast of Sukkot or Tabernacles is a
prime candidate for the Rapture. In particular, the year 2021 has had a unique
synchronization of events that appear to match key date associations and possible
Rapture correspondences. The following will be contingent though on certain
assumptions and speculation based on the Fall Feast of YHVH occurring in October.
The following is how some have dissected the Month of October 2021, that many have
come to believe is the true start of the Fall Feasts of YHVH. The Jewish Calendar is off
by 1 Month based off of the Fall Equinox reckoning.
As to the 3rd Day Resurrection-Rapture, it thus corresponds to October 24/25th. This is
assuming a similar timing and sequence of how Jesus rose on the 3 rd Day, etc. And one
remembers also about the 24th that the Swedish Boy had a Vision of the Rapture
happening on a Sunday in 2019. Note that Sweden is in the same Latitude as Israel,
and thus the Sunday would be October 24/25. Also, some have pointed out that in the
Torah Calendar, the 24/25th is the 17th day of the Month. The 17th is very significant as
Jesus was resurrected on Nisan 17 (Nisan 14 Passover + 3 Days). But what about the
3rd Day, then, that would be a Tuesday no? Well, just to say that there is a lot that is not
understand nor how it will eventually all come about.
Now, there is another 17 connection in the Gospels, Matthew 17. In the Gospel of
Matthew, it tells about the Transfiguration of Jesus or the ‘Metamorphosis’ witnessed by
those ‘closest’ to Jesus. It will be like what will occur at the Rapture for Believers who
are the ‘closest’ to Jesus. They will also experience a similar ‘Transformation’ one one’s
feeble Body. There will be no more Flu, Viruses, Disease, Ailments, Cancer, Pain,
Aches, etc. At this point, one recollects and presents a study on Matthew 17 a while
back about how it was on the occasion that Jesus took the Disciples to Caesarea
Philippi. It is just north of Tel Dan and how it was the Rebel Northern 10 Tribes’ Nation’s
Capital of Israel. It was where Idolatry reined as the Golden Calf was erected and
worshipped in competition to the true GOD the Temple of Jerusalem. Now Caesarea
Philippi was where the Temple to Pan was and the ‘Gate of Hell’ was situated.
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A Coming Transfiguration
This is where Peter professed that Jesus was the Christ and that then Jesus stated that
the Gates of Hell would not have Power nor Authority over the Church to come on
Earth. But what one contends as other do, but a few, is that this was the occasion
thereafter when Jesus took Peter, James and John to the Mountain of Transfiguration
that came next in the sequence of events. And what ‘Mountain’ was there by chance?
Before one gets to this Rapture association during a Feast of Tabernacles, here below
is how some consider the possible timing of the Rapture Window during Tabernacles or
Sukkot of October 2021. It was determined that the New Moon of October 7, which
would be the 1st Month of the Jewish Civil Calendar did not reach 1% until October 8/9
day, in Jerusalem. So, from Sundown on the 8/9th in Jerusalem was the Start of the
‘Observed’ 7th Month, Tishri. Then the Fall Feasts of YHVH Day Counts are as follows.
- Yom Teruah Day 1 OCT 8/9th Day of Awe 1
- Yom Teruah Day 2 OCT 9/10th Day of Awe 2
- Day of Awe
- Day of Awe
- Day of Awe
- Day of Awe
- Day of Awe
- Day of Awe
- Day of Awe

OCT 10/11th
OCT 11/12th
OCT 12/13th
OCT 13/14th
OCT 14/15th
OCT 15/16th
OCT 16/17th

Day of Awe 3
Day of Awe 4
Day of Awe 5
Day of Awe 6
Day of Awe 7
Day of Awe 8
Day of Awe 9

- Yom Kippur

OCT 17/18th Day of Awe 10

TABERNACLES (7 Days) as in Creation Week, etc.
- Sukkot day 1
OCT 22/23th (15th Day)
- Sukkot day 2
OCT 23/24th
- Sukkot day 3
OCT 24/25th (3rd Day) Jesus went up in secret to the Feast.
Note: 17th day of Nisan was when Jesus rose on 3rd Day.
- Sukkot day 4
OCT 25/26th
- Sukkot day 5
OCT 26/27th
- Sukkot day 6
OCT 27/28th
- Sukkot day 7
OCT 28/29th
- Great 8th Day
- Day 9th

OCT 29/30 Shemini Atzerets
OCT 30/31 Simchat Torah (Halloween)

Will the Rapture thus occur sometime during this year’s Tabernacle Feast? That will
remain to be seen. But the Rapture inference of a ‘Transfiguration’ during a Tabernacle
Time did occur. Where? On the Mount of Transfiguration. It so happens that Caesarea
Philippi, where Jesus took the Disciples is at the base of Mount Hermon some 6 miles
away. It is there were the 200 Watcher or Fallen Angels conspired in the days of Enoch
to Genetically mix or pollute the ‘DAN ‘of Humanity through Human Women. And one
knows or understands that Enoch is the Type of the Bride that was ‘Taken’ before the
Flood of Noah. So, in the pattern of Chuck Miller, one did a Name-Word-Association of
all those 6 Men present there and their Name’s meaning.
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An Extraction, Coving and Hiding
Now, is there evidence that Mount Hermon was the actual place of the Transfiguration
of Jesus? Yes, although circumstantial and numerical. How so? Consider that Peter out
of fear, suggested he build the 3 Sukkah' for the 3 to include Jesus. This would then be
a factor of a 6. Thus, numerically one has here a 6-6-6 factor as it was with the 200
Angels. Why? The core of the Fallen Angels had 3 main Companies who had 6 x 10
Squads of Fallen Angels for 180 total. Then the Chief of 10s had 18 total Fallen Angels.
And with the Captain and their Leader, that would be 2. Thus, the total would be
180+18+2=200.
Jesus and his ‘Elite Soldiers’ were an antidote to the 6-6-6 Magic Pack and Rebellion
induced by the Fallen Angles. The Rebel Angels used such Numerology and that
specific 'Star Gate' to work their mischief. But Jesus came to neutralized just the same
and with the similar numerical coefficients. What is the meaning of their 6 Names who
were gathered atop this Sacred Space? In turn, it could suggest a Prophetic Cypher and
perhaps what Tabernacles is also going to be about, if this Dress Rehearsal will turn out
to be the Real Deal. Maybe this is why the Holy Spirit is having the Body of Christ study
and focus on these Prophetic Themes presently. Now remember, that all this can just
be a Dry Dress Rehearsal as all such Feasts are. But to reiterate, one knows that one
day, it will be the Real Deal.
And as dire as things are getting in the World for some more than others due to the
forced Lockdown, Mask Mandates and Injections, Jesus will not give His Body of
Believers a Burden that they cannot hold-up under. If the Rapture or the
‘Transfiguration’ does take place as such events are ‘Signaling’, awesome. If not, one
then should learn from it, observe and keep moving forward. What then is Tabernacle
about in reference to the Mount of Transfiguration as described in Matthew 17:1, on
Mount Hermon? Based on those 6 present there at that time and place, then the
following.
NAME
1. Jesus:
2. Moses:
3. Elijah:
4. Peter:
5. James:
6. John:

MEANING
Will Save
Those taken out of Water (Peoples), from Earth, to be Hidden, Covered.
All those whose YHVH is their GOD
The Rock, who has rescued the
Supplanters (Sinners) that have been
Graced of GOD because they are the Beloved.

In the account, it is Peter that suggests making 3 Sukkahs for Moses, Elijah and Jesus.
Here then is the other Number 6 summation of factors. This is why the event is strongly
then associated with the Feast of Sukkot or Tabernacles. What one has observed or
come to mind at this point in time with all the Tabernacle ‘Signaling’ that the Holy Spirit
is ‘Saying to the Churches’, in this Prophetic Association and Typology is the following I
the connection to Dan and the Gates of Hell. That the Golden Calf set-up at Dan was
worshipped instead of YHVH in those days and it was associated with the Gates of Hell,
the Evil Powers of Darkness and how the Fallen Angels intended to pollute the Human
Genome. Guess what is repeating presently? All of that is recurring now.
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The ‘Golden Vaccine’
It speaks of how the Spiritual Onslaught is intense but there is a competing Spirit of
Worship and Transformation in play. Jesus promises His Bride a coming Bodily
Transfiguration, a ‘Coving’ and a ‘Hiding’ from the Wrath to come on the Inhabitants of
the Earth. But so does Lucifer seek to offer and present a ‘Bodily Transformation’. And
how his Fallen Angels, Demons and Evil People following him are deceptively
implementing this worldwide ‘Sacred Cow’ or ‘Vaccine’ to have the whole World worship
instead.
They seek to Transform Humanity also. They seek to alter the Genome of Adam to
have Power and Authority over YHVH’s Crown Creation. And that is being done through
the Mandated COVID Injections that will culminate in the actual Mark of the Beast to
come. As many have come to realize that ‘Vaccine’ comes from the Latin Vacuna which
means Cow. And How the World and many of GODs People even, have come to
‘worship’ this Injection as ‘A Gift from GOD’.
Now, this is not to implicate nor judge those that have been coerced or pressured into
taking the COVID Injections to feed one’s Family or keep job. But… Or how on the
Christ Redeemer Statue in Rio, the words were projected, ‘Vaccines Save’. Then
consider all of National Israel, how they have gone the way of Dan because they have
no Temple. They have Messiah as Shephard and have basically come to ‘worship’ the
Injections as their ‘Savior’ instead of Jesus. And it is the same People at the top that did
this to the Jews during World War 2 for example.
It is estimated that over 90% of the Jewish Population have received now 2 Doses. The
3rd one now is required to be considered ‘Fully Vaccinated’. But one knows that this is
just the beginning. As it was promised at the beginning of the Plandemic to ask for just
14 Days to ‘Flatten the Curve’ and realize that the present State of Emergency,
worldwide will never be retracted. So, based on a psychological induced Fear Factor
and Psychosis, the majority of the World and many in that call themselves the ‘Body of
Christ’ or Christians have turned to it to be ‘Saved’ from ‘COVID’.
And now, as then, behind such a Luciferian Conspiracy is to destroy Humanity. It is the
same Dark Forces, at it again that seek to pollute the Genome of Humanity. They have
never gone away but with Technology now, it is possible for Genocide or a Culling of
Humanity on a mass scale worldwide as never before seen nor achieved. This study will
include some Charts to complement this ‘deep dive’ into such Prophetic Associations
and Implications.
It will help to give a visual of the topography and as evidence from one’s suppositions of
what happened at Tel Dan, the Gates of Hell, and the Mount of Transfiguration,
Hermon. And how one contends that the Fallen Angels or Watchers in this particular
case where some that left their 1st Estate in Mars. Evidence? Consider the similar
pattern on Earth mirroring their Abodes on Mars. Mere coincidence? As to the Rapture’s
timing? With each passing year, it is becoming very close though to the coming Day of
the Bride of Christ’s Bodily Transfiguration as Jesus promised.
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And do not be disappointed if the Month of October in 2021 dealing with the possible
Rapture timing during the Feast Typologies come and go as all previous ones have thus
far. It should only test one’s Faith and Resolve as it is then a dry run then. But Practice
makes Perfect, no?
______________________
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